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TRASH & DUMPSTER CLEANER
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
Effective Against Grease, Oils
and Heavy Soil
RX34 is a concentrated, heavy duty degreaser
fortified with surfactants, orange oil solvent and
Airicide®.
Its efficiency as both a degreaser and odor counteractant makes it ideal for cleaning in and around
compactors, dumpsters, rendering trucks, refuse
containers, trash chutes, etc.
It can be foamed on or diluted into buckets or
sprayers for manual application.

When used with our companion garbage and
dumpster cleaning products, RX30 Deodorizing
Degreaser and RX31 Super Sorbent, you have
the answer to the worst odor and cleaning
situations. RX34 Dumpster & Chute Cleaner,
when combined with our RX Foamer Dispenser,
offers automatic dilution and no touch chemical
connection. Just hook up the water and foam
product onto the surface to be cleaned.

Description

RX34 is a concentrated, heavy duty degreaser fortified with surfactants, orange oil
solvent and Airicide®. It creates a clinging foam when mixed with water to help
give extra dwell time and better cleaning. RX34 can be used in conjunction
with RX30 and RX31.

Benefits

Foul odors are bad for business and make your customers and employees
unhappy. A fresh, clean business or work place is less stressful and more
uplifting. There is nothing worse than garbage smells that your customers get
hit with during the warmer days in spring and summer. If surfaces are not
cleaned of the source of odors, those smells will keep coming back. RX34
makes cleaning easy and cost efficient.
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Directions

RX30, RX31 and RX34 can all work together as a cohesive trash, garbage and refuse cleaning and odor control program.
Depending on the odor problem, you can use one, two or all three products.
Listed below are the three products and their uses.
FOR IMMEDIATE ODOR CONTROL
RX30- Best for very heavy duty cleaning and degreasing needs. Charge a garden type sprayer with concentrated RX30
and pump up to be able to stay as far from foul odors as possible.
Apply a coarse spray of RX30 to the source of odors and rinse.
Then, for maximum effect against foul odors and to make the removal of the source and final clean-up as pleasant as
possible, wet down the area with water.
FOR CLEANING & DEODORIZING
RX30 - Spray on with a garden type sprayer. Wait 3 to 5 minutes after application and then wet down with a high pressure
hose or pressure washer.
RX31 - Best for absorbing the liquids associated with trash, refuse and garbage. Sprinkle a small amount of RX31 in the
bottom of refuse containers or at the top of trash chutes. Add occasionally as needed. A little goes a long way!
RX34 - Connect the RX34 bottle to the RX Foamer and attach the water supply. Turn on water at source and with the
RX Foamer, adjust the flow for proper foam and penetration. Spray on surfaces not damaged by water to clean and deodorize. Allow the RX34 to dwell for best results and if soil is heavy agitate with a deck brush. Rinse with clear water by changing
the RX Foamer setting. If using manually, dilute one part product to either 32 (4 ounces per gallon) of water or 64 (2 ounces
per gallon) of water. Mix and then apply with a tank sprayer or deck brush. Allow dwell time and then rinse.

Specifications (RX34)

ODOR COUNTERACTANT..................................AIRICIDE
pH Of CONCENTRATE ........................................10.5 + 0.5
pH Of 1:64 DILUTION ............................................7.5 + 0.5
COLOR.................................................................dark green
FLASH POINT................................................................none
FOAMING .........................................moderate, easy rinsing
SPECIFIC GRAVITY ....................................................1.013
SHELF LIFE........................................min 1 yr at room temp
BIODEGRADABILITY ............................................complete
PHOSPHATE.................................................................none
DILUTION..........................................................2 oz. per gal

Specifications (RX30)

®

Specifications (RX31)

BASE..................................Recycled, pulverized paper pulp
ODOR COUNTERACTANT..................................AIRICIDE®
WEIGHT PER CU. FT....................................Approx. 10 lbs.
ABSORBENCY PER CU. FT................................3 + 0.5 gal
COLOR..........................................................................Gray
BIODEGRADABILITY.............................................Complete
INCINERABLE.................................................................Yes
APPEARANCE...........................1/4” to 1/2” irregular pellets

Distributed by:

ACTIVITY............................................................100% active
COLOR...............................................Green/Yellowish liquid
FLASH POINT.........................................Greater than 1100F
SPECIFIC GRAVITY.............................0.925 + 0.005 gm/ml
DENSITY....................................................7.70 + 0.05 lb/gal
SOLUBILITY IN WATER........................Quickly emulsifiable
SHELF LIFE.................................................2 year minimum
ODOR COUNTERACTANT........Water activated AIRICIDE®
VISCOSITY............................................................Water thin
DETERGENT TYPE...............................................Non-ionic
CHLORINATED SOLVENTS.........................................None
ODOR........................................................................Orange
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